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ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Spontaneous ICH is a devastating condition and is associated with significant mortality in the acute phase due to ongoing
hemorrhage and hematoma expansion. A growing body of evidence suggests that there may be considerable utility in performing

noninvasive vascular imaging during the acute-to-early phase of ICH. CTA has become widely available and is sensitive and specific for

detecting vascular causes of secondary ICH such as aneurysms, arteriovenous malformations, dural arteriovenous fistulas, intracranial

dissections, and neoplasm. CT venography can also diagnose dural sinus thrombosis presenting as hemorrhagic infarction. Recent data

from stroke populations demonstrate a relatively low risk to patients when contrast is administered in the absence of a known serum

creatinine. Detection of acute contrast extravasation within the hematoma (“spot sign”) with CT angiography is predictive of subsequent

hematoma expansion and is associated with increased morbidity and mortality. Risk stratification based on acute CTA can inform and

expedite decision-making regarding intensive care unit admission, blood pressure control, correction of coagulopathy, and neurosurgical

consultation. Noninvasive vascular imaging should be considered as an important component of the initial diagnostic work-up for patients

presenting with acute ICH.

ABBREVIATIONS: AHA/ASA�American Heart Association/American Stroke Association; CAA� cerebral amyloid angiopathy; CIN� contrast-induced nephrop-
athy; ICH� intracerebral hemorrhage; SICH� spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage

ICH is the most deadly and disabling form of stroke. The

1-month mortality is 30%–50%, with half of these deaths oc-

curring within the first 48 hours.1 SICH is defined as hemorrhage

in the absence of trauma. The etiology of hemorrhage is classified

as either primary or secondary. Primary ICH usually occurs in

older patients and is often associated with hypertension or CAA.

Causes of secondary ICH include AVMs, aneurysms, anticoagu-

lation, or hemorrhage due to neoplasm, infarction, or sinus

thrombosis.2 Early imaging is elemental to diagnosing and triag-

ing patients to appropriate care.

NCCT is the cornerstone of initial diagnostic evaluation in

patients with ICH, given its high sensitivity for acute hemorrhage

and wide availability. DSA remains the criterion standard imaging

technique for characterization and detection of secondary le-

sions.1,3,4 However, DSA is invasive with possible significant del-

eterious effects to the patient, in addition to being costly and not

readily available. This renders DSA suboptimal as a screening test.

Findings from early studies with small series of patients with ICH

suggested that hypertension together with certain ICH locations

(basal ganglia, thalamus, cerebellum, and pons) could reliably

exclude underlying secondary lesions.5 These findings led to a

widely held view that searching for secondary lesions should be

reserved for younger individuals with nontypical ICH locations

without hypertension or those with IVH.

Studies using CTA have demonstrated, conservatively, a

2%– 4% prevalence of secondary vascular lesions even in patients

with typical hypertensive hemorrhage locations previously ex-

cluded from DSA.6-8 CTA is widely available and has a proved

track record in subarachnoid hemorrhage9 and is increasingly

part of standard imaging protocols in acute stroke10 and trauma.

The effectiveness of CTA in detecting lesions, its availability, and
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patient tolerability render it a useful noninvasive screening tech-

nique. Recent imaging advances facilitate detection of secondary

lesions in SICH with good accuracy7,11 and patient safety.12-14

Furthermore, the prevalence of secondary vascular lesions is sim-

ilar to that of occult C-spine fractures in the acute trauma setting,

where extended emergent CT is established, showing favorable

safety and cost-effectiveness profiles.15,16

Early neurologic deterioration frequently results from hema-

toma expansion, occurring in 30% of patients with ICH within 3

hours of symptom onset.17-19 Secondary lesions also have a higher

rebleed rate, impacting patient outcomes. The risk of early rebleed

in aneurysmal SAH is �12%, with significant morbidity and mor-

tality.20 Rehemorrhage risk from AVM is 7% in the first year,

thereafter reducing to 2%– 4% annual risk.21 Recently, the pres-

ence of contrast extravasation (“spot sign”) on CTA has been

associated with increased risk of hematoma expansion and poor

outcome in both retrospective and prospective studies.22-28 Iden-

tification of vascular lesions and patients at risk for early hema-

toma expansion may improve outcome by allowing directed clin-

ical decision-making.29

We review the current diagnostic guidelines for ICH and dis-

cuss imaging considerations. We provide an evidence-based

framework for the superiority of noninvasive angiography as a

screening tool. Recent developments relating to angiographic

markers associated with hematoma expansion are reviewed, and

developments surrounding the safety profile of noninvasive vas-

cular imaging are highlighted. We focus on CTA as the prototype

vascular imaging in SICH, given that it is widely available, used,

and studied within acute SICH. We propose a pathway for radio-

logic evaluation of patients and propose that CTA should be con-

sidered as part of routine imaging in the initial diagnostic

work-up of patients with acute SICH.

CURRENT GUIDELINES FOR IMAGING PATIENTS WITH
ICH
It is not possible to definitively differentiate ICH from ischemic

stroke or SAH without imaging, but ICH often presents with a

typical clinical syndrome. Suggestive features include sudden on-

set of a progressive neurologic deficit, severe hypertension, and

impaired level of consciousness. Emesis and headache are also

frequently present.

The AHA/ASA guidelines indicate that either NCCT or MR

imaging may be used in the initial diagnostic evaluation of

ICH.1,3,4 T2* susceptibility-weighted MR imaging is considered

equivalent to NCCT for identifying acute blood.4 Additionally,

MR imaging may provide information about hemorrhage timing,

degree of perihematomal edema, infarction, and the presence of

microbleeds or cavernoma.4 In most centers, however, NCCT

remains the technique of choice due to its availability, patient

tolerability, reduced cost, and scan duration. Extrapolating from

acute stroke imaging studies, we found that MR imaging is limited

by patient contraindications and/or patient tolerability factors,

including depressed level of consciousness, airway control, hemo-

dynamic instability, agitation, or metallic implants.30

The 1999/2007 AHA/ASA guidelines recommended angiogra-

phy (DSA or CTA) for all patients without a clear cause for hem-

orrhage, who are surgical candidates, and particularly in young

and normotensive patients who are clinically stable.1 Other em-

phasized indications for angiography include the presence of sub-

arachnoid hemorrhage and abnormal calcifications and patients

with isolated IVH.3 The guidelines indicated that DSA is not re-

quired in older hypertensive patients with so-called typical hyper-

tensive bleeds within the basal ganglia, thalamus, cerebellum, or

brain stem unless the NCCT findings are suspicious for an under-

lying lesion. This statement is based on the low diagnostic yield of

angiography in this subset weighed against the risks of conven-

tional angiography. Use of DSA requires consideration of patient

factors and a balance between the need for diagnostic information

and potential timing of surgical intervention (such as during

symptoms of herniation).

The most recent AHA/ASA guidelines (2010) acknowledge a

wider and more flexible role for noninvasive vascular imaging in

ICH, including CT/MR imaging angiography/venography.4 Spe-

cifically, the decision to obtain vascular imaging is deferred to the

care team without an emphasis on the patient’s clinical risk factors

or the identification of NCCT features that may be considered

suspicious for underlying hemorrhage.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR PERFORMING ROUTINE CT
ANGIOGRAPHY IN PATIENTS WITH ICH
Limitations of NCCT as a Solitary Diagnostic Technique
NCCT is a widely used screening technique in distinguishing isch-

emic from hemorrhagic acute stroke. There is a notion that hem-

orrhage location (eg, deep structures, lobar) and associated imag-

ing attributes may infer a particular underlying primary etiology.

However, this approach is poorly sensitive and may miss second-

ary causes in patients with pre-existing hypertension.7,8,31

Few studies have systematically examined the performance of

NCCT in detecting secondary lesions. In 1 prospective study, pa-

tients with ICH were classified according to the presence or ab-

sence of suspicious features on NCCT. However, NCCT alone

demonstrated a poor sensitivity (77%) and specificity (84%) rel-

ative to DSA.31 In a retrospective study, Delgado Almandoz et al6

categorized 623 patients with ICH into low, intermediate, and

high probability of vascular lesions on the basis of NCCT charac-

teristics. More than two-thirds of patients could not be confi-

dently classified with NCCT and were assigned to an intermedi-

ate-risk category. Only 3% demonstrated suspicious NCCT

features for an underlying lesion. In a follow-up study,32 the sen-

sitivity and specificity for secondary lesions were 20% and 99%,

respectively, if intermediate NCCT appearances were considered

together with low-risk patients. If intermediate and high risk

groups were considered together, the performance was 95% and

35%, respectively. A SICH score was recently published using

clinical features and NCCT to stratify the risk for underlying le-

sions.32 A positive correlation was shown between a higher score

and secondary lesions.33 However, low prevalence of suspicious

features on NCCT remains a significant limitation of such scores.

SECONDARY VASCULAR LESIONS IN PATIENTS WITH
SICH ARE COMMON
A number of studies have evaluated the incidence of secondary

vascular causes in patients with SICH. Overall, the incidence of

vascular etiologies in ICH as detected by pathology and/or an-
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giography ranges between 14% and 53% (On-line Table and Ta-

ble 1).5,6,8,31,32,34,35 All studies are limited by small sample sizes

and verification or selection bias.

Early small series reinforced a currently entrenched dogma

that hemorrhage in the basal ganglia is almost always of hyperten-

sive etiology.36-38 However, elderly patients are often considered

unlikely to harbor secondary vascular causes and may not be in-

vestigated.8 An early retrospective SICH study demonstrated that

DSA detected more lesions in nonhypertensive (22/50) compared

with hypertensive patients (6/47).5 In a prospective study evalu-

ating the application of angiography in ICH, Halpin et al31 per-

formed DSA following initial NCCT for a subset of patients with

suspicious NCCT features suggesting a structural lesion. Under-

lying vascular lesions were seen in 42/82 (51%) of all patients and

in 13% of hypertensive patients. Locations traditionally associ-

ated with hypertensive hemorrhage, such as the basal ganglia and

posterior fossa, demonstrated vascular lesions in 31% and 18%,

respectively. A subset of patients with ICH without suspicious

features on NCCT underwent delayed angiography, revealing a

lesion in 24% of patients. Patient selection factors likely biased

their results toward higher frequency of structural lesions. How-

ever, the incidence of underlying vascular lesions in hypertensive

patients was similar to that in previous studies.5,39,40

A pathologic series of 144 brains demonstrated a secondary

cause for ICH in 36% of hypertensive patients.41 Thirty percent

were due to AVMs and aneurysms. The high lesion frequency may

have been confounded by patient referral/selection bias—typical

cases of ICH in the setting of hypertension and older patients are

much less likely to have a postmortem examination. In a prospec-

tive study of 100 patients with ICH, 58% of normotensive patients

and 25% of hypertensive patients had abnormalities on angiogra-

phy.34 These authors acknowledged the lower diagnostic yield in

hypertensive patients but advocated for CTA, arguing that AVMs

and hypertension can coexist in older patients without a clear

relation to clinical and NCCT findings. A prospective study of

lobar ICH in 78 patients compared the diagnostic yield of CTA

with DSA, showing secondary lesions in 28% of patients and di-

agnostic equivalence of CTA to DSA.11

Zhu et al8 examined a population of 206 patients with DSA.

DSA detected lesions in 34% of patients, and findings were posi-

tive in 50% of those younger than 45 years compared with 18% for

those older than 45 years. A more recent study similarly showed a

DSA yield of 39% in older patients with ICH compared with 55%

in patients younger than 45 years.7 Zhu et al8 also showed that

DSA findings were positive in 9% of patients with underlying

hypertension compared with 45% of nonhypertensives. However,

there were 2.5 times more nonhypertensives than hypertensives in

their study. Therefore, it is plausible that the inclusion of fewer

hypertensive patients underestimated the incidence of secondary

lesions,31 and the incidence of secondary lesions in younger hy-

pertensive patients was undetermined due to small sample size.

Delgado Almandoz et al6 retrospectively studied 623 patients

with ICH who underwent NCCT and CTA. Overall, 15% (91/623)

of patients had a detectable vascular lesion on CTA. Notably, 11%

(70/623) were older than 45 years of age and had pre-existing

hypertension. The incidence was lower (�4%) for patients older

than 71 years of age (11/273). Overall, the highest CTA yield oc-

curred in female patients younger than 45 years with lobar or

infratentorial hemorrhage, IVH, and lack of known hypertension

or coagulopathy—34% (210/623) of patients had CTA and DSA

or direct surgical and pathologic correlation.

ICH LOCATION AND CLINICAL CRITERIA ALONE
CANNOT RULE OUT A VASCULAR LESION
Approximately one-half of ICH cases originate in the basal gan-

glia; a third, in the cerebral hemispheres; and a sixth, in the brain

stem or cerebellum.2 In �40% of the cases, there is accompanying

intraventricular hemorrhage.42 Halpin et al31 described 26 lesions

occurring in the basal ganglia with a secondary cause in 31%

(AVM in 23% and aneurysm in 8%). Basal ganglia location was

defined as any combination of caudate, globus pallidus, putamen,

thalamus, internal/external capsule, and insula. In the study of

Zhu et al,8 49% of patients with a lobar hemorrhage had positive

findings on DSA; 19% of these patients had hypertension. Older

normotensive patients with basal ganglia bleeds had a 7% inci-

dence of underlying vascular lesions. Of the patients with positive

DSA findings, 13% had basal ganglia hemorrhages when includ-

ing the thalamus and caudate. Overall, the incidence of a basal

ganglia lesion, in both this and a similar study, was 4%.7,8 In a

retrospective review comparing CTA and DSA for secondary ICH

etiology, an underlying vascular lesion was present in 2.6% of

patients with a basal ganglia bleed location.6 In summary, the

incidence of a vascular lesion in a typical basal ganglia hyperten-

sive location is minimally 4% (Table 2).

Table 1: Etiologies of angiographic findings in nontraumatic ICH

Study AVM Aneurysm

Venous
Sinus

Thrombosis Moyamoyaa

Arterial or
Venous

Malformation
Mass
Lesion

Negative
Angiography
Findings

Toffol et al, 19865 9% 12% 3% 3% – – 72%
Halpin et al, 199431 39% 14% – – – 47%
Zhu et al, 19978 25% 5% 2% 2% – – 66%
Griffiths et al, 199734 27% 22% 1% – – – 50%
Hino et al, 199840 24% 2% – – 4% 3% 70%
Yeung et al, 20097 24% 13% – 2% 7% 5% 49%
Delgado Almandoz et al, 20096 7% 4% 3% 0.3% 2% 84%
Delgado Almandoz et al, 201032b 9% 3% 2% 1% 2% – 84%

Note:— - indicates data not available.
a Moyamoya refers to congenital Moyamoya disease and/or acquired Moyamoya-like syndrome secondary to chronic intracranial arterial steno-occlusive disease.
b Prospective cohort only who had multidetector CTA imaging.
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SPOT SIGN PREDICTS EARLY ICH GROWTH
Foci of arterial phase contrast enhancement, coined the “spot

sign” within acute ICH, are easily identified with high interob-

server agreement.27 CTA spot sign prevalence is 20%–30% within

3–10 hours of ictus. Enhancement is thought to represent extralu-

minal extravasation and may appear serpiginous to spotlike, sin-

gle, or multiple; occur within the hematoma without identifiable

external vessel connection; and demonstrate an attenuation ap-

proximately double that of the surrounding hematoma.43

Data from both retrospective and prospective studies indicate

that the CTA spot sign is a marker of hemorrhage expan-

sion,24,26,27,44 though timing of CTA impacts the likelihood of

growth determination.45-48 The spot sign is highly predictive of

hematoma expansion with a positive likelihood ratio of �8.5. The

spot sign has a positive predictive value of �75% and a negative

predictive value in the range of 85%–95%.24,26-28 The variability

of positive and negative predictive values may arise due to differ-

ences of CTA timing and whether delayed image acquisitions were

used.28 CTA contrast extravasation also independently predicts

in-hospital mortality.22,25,26 A prospective study demonstrated

that contrast extravasation on CTA is a significant and indepen-

dent predictor of poor clinical outcome with an odds ratio of

�10.26

Recent results from a multicenter prospective spot sign vali-

dation study, Prediction of Haematoma Growth and Outcome in

Patients with Intracerebral Haemorrhage Using the CT-Angiog-

raphy Spot Sign, confirmed earlier single-center observations,

though it showed a lower sensitivity and positive predictive value

than previously reported (50% and 58%, respectively). Specificity

(85%) and negative predictive value (80%) remained ro-

bust.28,45,49 The spot sign has been detected with similar fre-

quency in basal ganglia and lobar hemorrhages.50 A spot sign

score has been devised that stratifies the risk of hematoma expan-

sion and clinical outcome.48 However, further evaluation for each

score level showed that the optimal performance for hematoma

expansion occurs in the presence of a spot sign, independent of its

size or contrast attenuation. The clinical utility of the spot sign

score has therefore been questioned.47,48

The spot sign has not been observed in secondary ICH; this

finding suggests some specificity for spontaneous ICH.51 The

identification of this radiographic sign has important implica-

tions for predicting the risk of hematoma expansion and progno-

sis and potentially as a surrogate marker for considering hemo-

static therapy. An important addition to the 2010 AHA/ASA

guidelines is the recommendation that spot sign detection may

stratify patients at a higher risk for hematoma expansion.4

CT ANGIOGRAPHY ACCURACY APPROACHES THAT
OF DSA
DSA is the reference standard for diagnosing vascular lesions but

is invasive and associated with 0.9% and 0.5% risk of transient and

permanent neurologic deficits, respectively. DSA is also expensive

and resource-intensive. These factors limit routine use of DSA in

ICH.52 Historical DSA data therefore have selection bias. Rela-

tively, noninvasive vascular imaging is associated with a high

safety profile and low complication rate and may be applied to

patients who may otherwise have been excluded from DSA. DSA

remains appropriate in the context of CTA-detected vascular le-

sions and where ongoing high clinical suspicion remains in the

presence of normal noninvasive test findings. Similar algorithms

are established for SAH.9,53 DSA is time- and labor-intensive,

requiring patient cooperation, clinical stability, and monitoring.

Radiation dose is delivered to both patient and operator, and con-

trast doses may exceed those of CTA. Recent studies comparing

CTA with DSA suggest the high accuracy of CTA for diagnosis of

underlying vascular anomalies, with sensitivities of �95% and

specificity approaching 100%. Positive and negative predictive

values are in excess of 97%.11,54 However, CTA imaging remains

inferior to DSA for temporal imaging of vessels; this feature limits

its ability to elucidate important feeding branches and drainage

pathways of vascular malformations.6,54 Newer multidetector

row CT scanners have improved temporal resolution but are as-

sociated with significant increases in radiation dose. Finally, the

spatial resolution of multidetector row CT remains inferior to

that of DSA.55 Overall, CTA is an effective initial screen for iden-

tifying secondary vascular lesions and may replace DSA in certain

clinical situations (Fig 1).

EMERGENT NONINVASIVE VASCULAR IMAGING DOES
NOT REQUIRE A SERUM CREATININE LEVEL IN
APPROPRIATE PATIENTS
The potential for deleterious effects on renal function applies

equally to CTA and DSA. CIN is defined as a 25% elevation from

baseline serum creatinine levels or an absolute increase of 0.5

mg/dL within 48 –72 hours of contrast administration.56 Chronic

renal impairment is the most important risk factor for the devel-

opment of CIN. The absence of risk factors effectively eliminates

the probability of renal impairment in most patients.57 An ele-

vated baseline creatinine level, though indicative of pre-existing

nephropathy, does not reliably predict CIN development.12,56

The estimated incidence of CIN is 2%–7%. A retrospective review

of patients undergoing CTA reported a 2% incidence of CIN in

patients given a low-osmolar contrast agent and 3% for the entire

cohort58; 9% of patients were on metformin and 0.9% and 38%

had known renal impairment and diabetes, respectively. No pa-

tients went on to require dialysis. In a prospective study of 575

patients with stroke investigated with CTA, CTA/CTP, and CTA/

CTP/DSA, the risk of CIN was 5%.14 After adjustment for con-

founding factors, the incidence of CIN in a similar non-contrast-

exposed stroke group was 10%. Comparison with historical

controls before routine CTA use has confirmed a higher incidence

of renal impairment in patients with stroke not receiving con-

trast.59 The authors suggest that CIN be renamed “hospital-in-

duced nephropathy,” reflecting homeostatic alterations in the

Table 2: Prevalence of secondary lesions in the basal gangliaa
relative to the total number of lesions identified by DSA and
listed by etiology

Study AVM Aneurysm Other

No
Lesion
Identified

Secondary
Lesion
Identified

Halpin et al, 199431 4% (6) 1% (2) 7% (10) 5% (8) 12%
Zhu et al, 19978 2% (5) 1% (2) 1% (2) 34% (70) 4%
Yeung et al, 20097 (0) 4% (2) (0) 13% (7) 4%

Note:—Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of patients.
a Basal ganglia location is defined as any combination of caudate, globus pallidus,
putamen, and thalamus.
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hospitalized patient.60,61 This notion was recently alluded to in a

study involving patients with ICH, in which CTA was not associ-

ated with an increased risk of CIN.13

Recent guidelines recommend that when possible, patients

should be screened for risk factors associated with acute or

chronic renal impairment.62 In the presence of risk factors, em-

piric precautions of hydration and iso-osmolar contrast agent use

are recommended. Patients with a normal glomerular filtration

rates are at extremely low risk of CIN and require no specific

prophylaxis or follow-up. Risk-factor exclusion may be impossi-

ble in the acute setting, and the delay in obtaining laboratory

investigations should be balanced against the potential negative

impact on patient outcome.62 Notably, CTA-based stroke and

body trauma protocols are often implemented without knowl-

edge of contrast allergy or renal function.58,63-66 Overall, there is a

very low incidence of adverse events and mortality.67 These diag-

nostic imaging considerations, as they relate to the patient’s clin-

ical status and safety, are acknowledged in the AHA/ASA ICH

guidelines.

THE RISK-TO-BENEFIT RATIO OF INCREMENTAL
RADIATION EXPOSURE WITH CTA IS REASONABLE
Radiation dose remains a concern for CT-based noninvasive im-

aging. In a study by Cohnen et al,68 the intracranial CTA dose was

not markedly different from that in NCCT (1.9 mSV compared

with 1.7 mSV, respectively). CTA performed from the aortic arch

to the vertex is associated with a higher dose of 2.8 –3.4 mSV due

to the increased coverage. The estimated lifetime risk of death

from cancer that is attributable to a single head CT scan is well-

documented at an estimated 0.01%– 0.02%.69 Repeated lifetime

scanning is associated with proportional increases in cancer

risk.70 Therefore, clinical judgment still

needs to be exercised before vascular im-

aging, despite the devastating nature of

ICH.

PROPOSED DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
ALGORITHM FOR ACUTE ICH
Appropriate application of diagnostic im-

aging modalities can have a meaningful

impact on initial management (medical

or invasive) and may inform care provid-

ers of the risk of early clinical deteriora-

tion. An effective imaging strategy in pa-

tients with ICH is one that is readily

available, accessible, rapid, well-tolerated,

and accurate for lesion detection.

Given that vascular imaging has some

degree of risk, albeit small, a balanced

viewpoint may be the best approach for

individual patients. We have outlined the

case for using noninvasive vascular imag-

ing to search for lesions in patients previ-

ously thought least likely to have them:

older hypertensive patients. It is conceiv-

able that some patients within this group-

ing, with NCCT ICH in a typical location

and without any suspicious features, may indeed have a secondary

lesion but one that is likely not treatable (eg, due to patient co-

morbidities). When this possibility is balanced against potential

risks of vascular imaging, it may be appropriate in some patients

to forego additional imaging. As an extension, it may be argued

that CTA could be delayed until a creatinine level is available

because of concerns for CIN, despite a large and convincing body

of evidence against this. In contrast, detection of a secondary le-

sion and the presence of a spot sign, indicating the likelihood of

hematoma growth and the potential for clinical deterioration, not

only impact management and prognosis but also the discussion a

clinician has with a patient’s relatives in the acute setting.

Emerging data regarding the prevalence of secondary lesions

and a marker of hematoma expansion argue for early CTA. It has

been shown that in related emergency situations, complete initial

CT imaging protocols are more cost-effective. We recommend

CTA acutely at the time of initial NCCT in most patients with

appropriate considerations. A suggested algorithm for the inves-

tigation of patients with ICH based on a synthesis of the reviewed

literature and existing AHA/ASA guidelines is presented (Fig 1).

In the presence of a vascular lesion, patients are diverted to

DSA and possible interventional (interventional neuroradiology

or neurosurgical) management. Early neurosurgical consultation

may be warranted in spot sign–positive patients with large hema-

tomas. In the absence of CTA findings, patients are then dichot-

omized to hypertensive (older patients with typical bleed loca-

tions) or normotensive groups according to current practice. In

select patients, perhaps those with lobar ICH, it may be reasonable

to proceed with MR imaging to look for microbleeds (eg, CAA) or

other etiologies (neoplasm) that impact decision-making regard-

ing antithrombotic agents. In patients with positive findings on

FIG 1. A suggested protocol for SICH investigation on acute presentation to a hospital.
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CTA, physicians follow the established decision pathway of the

AHA/ASA guidelines.1,3,4 Both groups receive 24-hour follow-up

CT to assess hematoma growth (or sooner, if clinically deteriorat-

ing). We advocate early MR imaging/MRA (with or without gad-

olinium according to local practice) to look for microbleeds or

angiographically occult lesions such as cavernoma or neoplasm.

CTA-negative normotensive patients younger than 45 years, pa-

tients with isolated IVH, and those with lobar hemorrhage in the

absence of microbleeds on MR imaging should be strongly con-

sidered for a DSA. However, clinical judgment needs to be exer-

cised as to whether such diagnostic information is going to be

beneficial for all patients, given that a patient’s management may

not be impacted by this additional information. CTA-negative

normotensive patients older than 45 years may occasionally be

considered for DSA at the discretion of the treating physician.4,8

Follow-up imaging, in the form of a remote MR imaging at 6 – 8

weeks (or later), is useful to document the evolution of the ICH

and to exclude an abnormality masked by the hematoma.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
There are no clinical or NCCT characteristics that reliably predict

ICH etiology. The advent of a potential marker of hematoma

growth argues for a paradigm shift in ICH imaging. Limitations of

safety and resource availability that hampered DSA no longer ap-

ply in the context of highly sensitive and low-risk noninvasive

vascular imaging. Overall, the risk of a secondary vascular cause in

ICH is approximately 30%.5,6,8,31,32,34,35 Hypertensive patients,

traditionally excluded from vascular imaging due to typical loca-

tions of hemorrhages, may harbor a lesion in approximately 4% of

cases. Noninvasive vascular imaging has a role in detecting struc-

tural lesions but also identifies patients at risk of hematoma

expansion.

While the impact of hemostatic therapies on the spot sign is

currently unknown, CTA has identified a potent and reliable

marker of hematoma expansion and poor outcome, which is seen

in �20%-30% of all patients with ICH. The ongoing studies Spot

Sign for Predicting and Treating ICH Growth and Spot Sign Se-

lection of Intracerebral Hemorrhage to Guide Hemostatic Ther-

apy will provide prospective validation of the spot sign as a pre-

dictor of hematoma expansion and secondarily investigate the

biologic and clinical effect of recombinant activated factor VIIa

treatment in the setting of the CTA spot sign.
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